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Tragedy narrowly averted
Paraphrased from an article from Jerzy Kostanski

SUMMARY OF MAN OF BOARD “MOB” INCIDENT AUGUST .4, 2020 on trimaran TNT34

Time of incident: 12:15 PM, August 4, 2020
Weather:

Boat:

Sunny 25 C, wind
approximately 10 Knots,
water was cool but not cold
,perhaps 16~18 C.
Trimaran TNT 34 a fast
race/cruiser designed
owned and maintained by
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Jerzy Kostanski. The boat is equipped with 5 life jackets (4 selfinflating, one classic), an auto inflating life ring, 4 person dinghy and
Nautilus Rescue Lifeline GPS (AIS Technology).
Where:

Jarvis Inlet on way to Princess Luisa Islet

Jerzy and Bella

Crew:
Jerzy Kostanski(JK) ,Captain, 64 years old who has 35+ years of sailing experience.
BR 59 years old, wife of JK, 5+ years sailing experience, limited experience on TNT34
KB 63 years old, 30+ years sailing experience, owned his monohull for about 15 years,
frequent guest on TNT34 including numerous regattas.
AB 51 years old, crew, wife of KB, time on the water but very sailing limited
experience.
Conditions:
None of the crew was wearing life jackets.
JK did not have a life jacket on. He only had shorts and a pair of Crocs. JK is not a
strong swimmer.
The boat was under sail travelling downwind with about 7 to 8 knots of boat speed,
double slotted flying a Reacher together with the Jib and Main sail. To gybe the
Reacher it required crew to go forward to help the Reacher past the jib.
KB was on the helm and JK went forward to help the Reacher through the slot as they
had done several times that day and many times previously.
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Incident:
The gybe was unexpectedly sudden and as such JK was struck by the sail and thrown
across the boat into the water close to the ama. He was luckily not struck by any part
of the boat as it passed overhead. JK was yelling at the crew to throw flotation items
to him.
JK noticed one of his Crocs had come off and was floating in the water. He swam over
and retrieved it; this simple act may have saved his life.
BR threw a blue flotation pillow in to the water. The blue colour prevented JK from
seeing the pillow.
The crew on the boat quickly lost sight of JK (MOB).
The boat continued to sail away from the MOB until JK lost sight of the boat. JK
decided to try to swim to shore. He put one Croc in his shorts and the other Croc on
his hand. This helped provide some buoyancy. JK quickly tired but was able to float on
his back and warm up in the sun. The low waves would occasionally hit his face.
KB insisted that they drop the sails and start the motor. This took quite a while to
achieve and kept the crew from keeping an eye on the MOB.
KB/BR had trouble locating the motor tilt button so it took a while after the sails were
dropped to start the motor. Unfortunately the motor only ran for a few minutes
before it stalled. The gas line had become disconnected. This took a lot of time to
diagnose. KB unfurled the jib and sailed 4 km (2.5 miles) back to the MOB spot.
The current was running about 0.5 knots to the south. By the time the boat returned
to the spot where JK had fallen into the water he was no longer there.
KB continued to sail the boat. BR heard yelling at some point but KB said this is echo
and kept sailing to point E.
JK was exhausted, unable to kick, and was struggling to keep afloat. Both legs were
numb.
The fuel line disconnection problem was discovered. The fuel line was reattached and
the motor was started.
A small power boat suggested issuing a Mayday call. After a short while later the small
boat abandoned the scene. (Later on the same boat approached TNT 34 in Princess
Luisa asking; if the MOB was found).
Check out BCMS News @ www.bcms.bc.ca
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A Mayday was issued approximately 1 hour and 40 minutes after MOB incident. Two
other boats were dispatched by Coast Guard to the area. A taxi boat and another sail
boat.
By coincidence all three boats converged on JK at the same time. TNT34 had the
lowest freeboard so JK was thrown a life jacket from TNT34 which immediately
inflated. JK was pulled on the netting. He was hypothermic. He was conscious but was
shaking uncontrollably. JK was extremely relieved to be out of the water.
The taxi vessel offered to take him to the nearest hospital. JK declined and felt that he
would be OK once he warmed up.
He remained on the netting for approximately 10 minutes. Once he was able, he was
assisted below deck to dry off and warm up.
Analysis of the incident:
 The outcome of this incident is thankfully positive but it could have easily have
been otherwise…
 The person who saw the MOB should have shouted “Man Overboard” to alert
all crew members
 The MOB position should have been saved on the GPS
 The crew of TNT34 should have maintained visual sighting of the MOB.
 The crew should have thrown the MOB a danbuoy, life ring or any flotation
device into the water, even if they lost sight of the MOB. It provides a marker
for the MOB and a flotation device if the MOB can reach it.
 Mayday should have been called immediately.
 The boat should have been stopped by going to head to wind. After the boat
was stopped the crew could have attempted to start engine.
 No boat should abandon the scene until MOB is found or until arrival of Coast
Guard which would direct further steps to all boats involved.
 Any other suggestions on what could have been done?
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TNT34 path

A ….
MOB .approx. 12: 15 PM Aug. 4 ,2020
A-B ....
The crew sail away approx. 250 m and lost sight of JK. They lower the sails but cannot
lower the engine .The crew set jib again to sail to point A which is approximate 1 nm
(1.8 km x 2).
B-C …
The crew comes back close to MOB spot but JK has drifted by approx. 400 m (0.25
nm) and they are unable to locate him.
C-D …
TNT34 sails away 0.5 km (0.27 nm)
D-E …
Check out BCMS News @ www.bcms.bc.ca
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The engine works for short time but dies due to fuel line disconnection. BR hears JK’s
voice but KB says this is an echo.
E-F...
Under engine TNT34 moves to F ie another 0.5 km
F-G ….
The crew makes distress call via VHF radio, KB misspoke to dispatcher Coast Guard
and said that MOB is missing for approximately 40 to 45 min (in reality it was much
longer, 1 hour and 30 minutes from MOB).
H...
JK was found approx. 2 hours since JK fell in to water or approximately 850 meters
(0.5 nm) from the original MOB point A.

Pub Nights via Zoom Meeting
Invitations sent out via the members email list
7:00 pm
October 20, 2020
November 17, 2020
December 15, 2020
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JK is lucky the weather and water was relatively warm. If the person is severely
hypothermic and the core is warmed too quickly the cold water from the legs or arms
can cause the heart to stop. JK was likely on HT1 on the graphic below due to the
relatively warm water.
From: https://www.ausmed.com/cpd/articles/hypothermia
The risk of cardiac arrest increases as the core temperature drops below 32°C, and increases
substantially if the temperature is less than 28°C (Brown et al. 2012).
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JK could have had ingested water into his lungs with the waves splashing in his face. This
can cause what is known as dry drowning or secondary drowning.
From webmd.com:
The symptoms of dry drowning begin almost immediately after a drowning incident, while
secondary drowning symptoms may start 1-24 hours after water enters the lungs. Symptoms
may include coughing, vomiting, fever, diarrhea, difficulty breathing, chest pain, and lethargy.

Take away:
 Always wear life jacket or equivalent especially when working on the bow or
float.
 Have a life ring, danbuoy or flotation device(s) handy (just not blue) ready to
deploy at all times.
 If the crew is not capable or the weather does not permit classical MOB
approach train the crew to immediately go to weather and stall the boat,
lower the engine (lower or release sails) but NEVER to lose sight of MOB. If
the motor is running always turn towards the side the MOB went over, this
prevents the prop from hitting the MOB.
 Throw as many floating devices as possible i.e. buoy, life jackets, mattresses,
dinghy. This will not only to help to save life of MOB but it will MARK the spot
in case sight of the MOB is lost.
 Call Mayday immediately, especially if sight of the MOB is lost, this can be as
simple as pressing the DSC emergency button on the radio, confirm the
distress signal was received. Even with a good orientation, things can go
wrong (as it did in this case), so getting external help immediately is critical.
Even if the Coast guard can’t be reached, other nearby boaters can help
immeasurably.
 Review MOB procedures and locations of life saving equipment time and time
again. Does your crew know how to rescue you?
 Practice MOB drills with your crew. Without warning, throw a life jacket, or
fender and ask the crew to pick it up.
 At least one other person should know how to operate the vessel and this
should be practiced frequently, certainly at the beginning of a trip with
unfamiliar guests, no matter how experienced.
Check out BCMS News @ www.bcms.bc.ca
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 Never buy BLUE floating devices like pillow or life jacket .They are invisible in
the water.
 Stay with rescue search as long as takes.
 Sign up for Canada Boater Safety Course and practice MOB
https://www.canadaboatsafety.com/
 If you are going to wear Crocs, always wear orange Crocs!
Jerzy later tested the displacement of Crocs and they can float 1.5 liters each.

It is a 3 liters life saver of the last resort.

Editor notes:
Check out this video of a technique for handling a MOB. I think this make more sense
to me than a standard figure 8 procedure for the reasons discussed in the video:
https://sailingbritican.com/man-overboard-procedure/
Check out BCMS News @ www.bcms.bc.ca
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2020 / 2021 Directors list
Email our directors: BCmultihullsociety@gmail.com
President

Bob Davis

Vice President

Jamie McKerrow

Secretary

Bob Davis

Newsletter

Wayne Carlson

Publicity

Alec Mackenzie

Racing / Sailing

Ron Tomas

Vancouver Island
Director

Vicki Schoonbeek

Treasurer/C.B.C.Y.C.
(Mainland Rep.)
Marlene Mackenzie
Social Membership

Stuart Kerr

Website

Aaron Twa

Non Directors
C.B.C.Y.C. (Vancouver Island Rep.)
Ken Pepperdine
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